
 
 
 
 
Job Title: Quality Analyst Test Engineer 
 
Location: Sacramento, CA 
 
First Corporate Solutions is searching for an experienced full-time automated QA tester.  This position 
will be taking the lead on QA from our developers, so this is an opportunity to refine and expand QA 
testing procedures and establish standards. 
 
Job Summary: 
 
The QA tester will be testing UI input validation and operation, participate in UX and design, and 
conduct both manual and automated unit and integrated testing.  Work will include the use of Visual 
Studio and Selenium to automate testing for web applications, APIs, and method of testing MS SQL 
procedures. Automated test experience and C# development is absolutely necessary. 
The ideal candidate must be able to build tests within the framework, conduct unit testing and 
integration builds and tests in an Agile Scrum environment. The candidate will be responsible for 
creating test cases from technical or functional requirements with both manual and automated testing. 
Tester will need to understand logs and program flow for white box tests.  
Other duties:  This position will be a backup to our Data QA who conducts QA on the incoming public 
records data, and there will be opportunities for software development and code reviews. 
 
Required Skills: 

         3+ years of automated testing experience 

         Unit Testing and Integration build/test experience 

         Visual Studio & C# including MVC 

         Test plan creation experience 

         Experience with automated QA tools (Selenium preferred) 

         Performance Profiling 

         Regression testing 

         Experience in writing test requirements and test cases 

         Microsoft Office expertise, especially Word/Excel 

         Good writing and verbal communication skills 

Education: 

         B.S. Computer Science preferred 
 
Additional Desired Skills: 

         Microsoft SQL 2008 

         Atlassian Jira 

         Team Foundation Server Code Repository 
  Agile Scrum Development Techniques 
  Microsoft Office Suite and Vision 

 



First Corporate Solutions is an EOE and offers a competitive benefits package. Salary is DOE. To be 
considered for this position please submit your resume and cover letter summarizing your experience to 
careers@ficoso.com Thank you for your interest! 
 
 


